[The information-analytical provision of the analysis of the indicators of morbidity among children's population of Ukraine].
Children's health is the future of the Ukrainian nation, the intellectual and labor potential of our society. The study of the state of health of the child population, the identification of features and trends in different age groups, in different areas of residence makes it possible to identify priority problems and determine the policy of prevention. Тhe aim: The study of the health indicators of the child population, the specifics of the formation of data on the health of children and adolescents, the identification of the appropriateness of recording and analyzing the risk factors for the occurrence of the most common diseases. To achieve this goal, the annual reports (f.12, f.20, f.21-a, f.31, f.70) were analyzed, the records of medical institutions were analyzed. With a decrease in the number of children, the rates of morbidity and prevalence remain quite high. The increase in the incidence of general morbidity is due to the accumulation of chronic diseases and is confirmed by the age-related dynamics of the incidence of diseases newly diagnosed, among all those registered: among children from 0 to 6, 87.0%; Among 7-14 years old - 67.3%; Among adolescents - 57.06%. When monitoring the state of children's health, it is advisable to determine not only the structure of the incidence, but the main risk factors for each age group in general, and certain groups of diseases in particular, and thus predict the level of public health in order to create preventive measures in advance.